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Abstract
The problem of abduction can be characterized as nding the best explanation of
a set of data. In this paper we focus on one type of abduction in which the best
explanation is the most plausible combination of hypotheses that explains all the
data. We then present several computational complexity results demonstrating
that this type of abduction is intractable (NP-hard) in general. In particular,
choosing between incompatible hypotheses, reasoning about cancellation e ects
among hypotheses, and satisfying the maximum plausibility requirement are major factors leading to intractability. We also identify a tractable, but restricted,
class of abduction problems.
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1 Introduction
The problem of abduction can be characterized as nding the best explanation of a set of
data [13]. Abduction applies to a wide variety of reasoning tasks [3]. For example, in medical
diagnosis, the nal diagnosis explains the signs and symptoms of the patient [23, 25]. In
natural language understanding, the intended interpretation of a sentence explains why the
sentence was said [12]. In scienti c theory formation, the acceptance of a hypothesis is based
on how well it explains the evidence [31].
What kinds of abduction problems can be solved eciently? To answer this question,
we must formalize the problem and then consider its computational complexity. However,
it is not possible to prescribe a speci c complexity threshold for all abduction problems.
If the problem is \small," then exponential time might be fast enough. If the problem
is suciently large, then even O(n2 ) might be too slow. However, for the purposes of
analysis, the traditional threshold of intractability, NP-hard, provides a rough measure of
what problems are impractical [10]. Clearly, NP-hard problems will not scale up to larger,
more complex domains.
Our approach is the following. First, we formally characterize abduction as a problem of
nding the most plausible composite hypothesis that explains all the data. Then we consider
several classes of problems of this type, the classes being di erentiated by additional constraints on how hypotheses interact. We demonstrate that the time complexity of each class
is polynomial (tractable) or NP-hard (intractable), relative to the complexity of computing
the plausibility of hypotheses and the data explained by hypotheses.
Our results show that this type of abduction faces several obstacles. Choosing between
incompatible hypotheses, reasoning about cancellation e ects among hypotheses, and satisfying the maximum plausibility requirement are major factors making abduction intractable
in general.
Some restricted classes of abduction problems are tractable. One kind of class is when
some constraint guarantees a polynomial search space, e.g., the single-fault assumption (more
generally, a limit on the size of composite hypotheses), or if all but a small number of
hypotheses can be ruled out.1 This kind of class trivializes complexity analysis because
exhaustive search over the possible composite hypotheses becomes a tractable strategy.
However, we have discovered one class of abduction problems in which hypothesis assembly [13] can nd the best explanation without exhaustive search. Informally, the constraints
that de ne this class are: no incompatibility relationships, no cancellation interactions, the
plausibilities of the individual hypotheses are all di erent from each other, and one explanation is qualitatively better than any other explanation. Unfortunately, it is intractable
to determine whether the last condition holds. We consider one abduction system in which
hypothesis assembly was applied, so as to examine the rami cations of these constraints in
a real world situation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we provide a brief historical
background to abduction. Then, we de ne our model of abduction problems and show how
it applies to other theories of abduction. Next, we describe our complexity results, proofs
1 The latter constraint is not the same as \eliminating candidates" in de Kleer & Williams [6] or \inconsistency" in Reiter [26]. If a hypothesis is insucient to explain all the observations, the hypothesis is not
ruled out because it can still be in composite hypotheses.
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of which are given in the appendix. Finally, we consider the relationship of these results to
one abduction system.

2 Background
C. S. Peirce, who rst described abductive inference [20], provided two intuitive characterizations: given an observation d and the knowledge that h causes d, it is an abduction to
hypothesize that h occurred; and given a proposition q and the knowledge p ! q, it is an
abduction to conclude p. In either case, an abduction is uncertain because something else
might be the actual cause of d, or because the reasoning pattern is the classical fallacy of
\arming the consequent" and is formally invalid. Additional diculties can exist because
h might not always cause d, or because p might imply q only by default. In any case, we
shall say that h explains d and p explains q, and we shall refer to h and p as hypotheses and
d and q as data.
Pople pointed out the importance of abduction to AI [23], and he with Miller and Myers
implemented one of the earliest abduction systems, INTERNIST-I, which performed medical
diagnosis in the domain of internal medicine [16, 24]. This program contained an explicit
list of diseases and symptoms, explicit causal links between the diseases and the symptoms,
and probabilistic information associated with the links. INTERNIST-I used a form of hill
climbing|once a disease outscored its competitors by a certain threshold, it was permanently
selected as part of the nal diagnosis. Hypothesis assembly [13] is a generalization of this
technique. Below, we describe a restricted class of problems for which hypothesis assembly
can eciently nd the best explanation.
Based on similar explicit representations, Pearl [19] and Peng & Reggia [21] nd the
most probable composite hypothesis that explains all the data, a task that is known to be
intractable in general [4]. Below we describe additional constraints under which this task
remains intractable.
In contrast to maintaining explicit links between hypotheses and data, Davis & Hamscher's model-based diagnosis [5] determines at run-time what data need to be explained
and what hypotheses can explain the data. Much of this work, such as de Kleer & Williams
[6] and Reiter [26], place an emphasis on generating all \minimal" composite hypotheses
that explain all the data. However, there can be an exponential number of such hypotheses.
Current research is investigating how to focus the reasoning on the most relevant composite
hypotheses [7, 8, 30]. However, we show below that it is intractable in general to nd a composite hypothesis that explains all the data, and that even if it is easy to nd explanations,
generating all the relevant composite hypotheses is still intractable.
Whatever the technique or formulation, certain fundamentals of the abduction task do
not change. In particular, our analysis shows how computational complexity arises from
constraints on the explanatory relationship from hypotheses to data and on plausibility ordering among hypotheses. These constraints do not depend on the style of the representation
or reasoning method (causal vs. logical, probabilistic vs. default, explicit vs. model-based,
ATMS or not, etc.). In other words, certain kinds of abduction problems are hard no matter
what representation or reasoning method is chosen.
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3 Notation, De nitions, and Assumptions
We use the following notational conventions and de nitions. d stands for a datum, e.g.,
a symptom. D stands for a set of data. h stands for an individual hypothesis, e.g., a
hypothesized disease. H stands for a set of individual hypotheses. H can be treated as a
composite hypothesis, i.e., each h 2 H is hypothesized to be present, and each h 62 H is
hypothesized to be absent or irrelevant.

3.1 Model of Abduction

An abduction problem is a tuple hDall ; Hall; e; pli, where:
Dall is a nite set of all the data to be explained,
Hall is a nite set of all the individual hypotheses,
e is a map from subsets of Hall to subsets of Dall (H explains e(H )), and
pl is a map from subsets of Hall to a partially ordered set (H has plausibility pl(H )).
For the purpose of this de nition and the results below, it does not matter whether pl(H )
is a probability, a measure of belief, a fuzzy value, a degree of t, or a symbolic likelihood.
The only requirement is that the range of pl is partially ordered.
H is complete if e(H ) = Dall. That is, H explains all the data.
H is parsimonious if 6 9H 0  H (e(H )  e(H 0)). That is, no proper subset of H explains
all the data that H does.
H is an explanation if it is complete and parsimonious. That is, H explains all the data
and has no explanatorily super uous elements. Note that an explanation exists if and only
if a complete composite hypothesis exists.2
H is a best explanation if it is an explanation, and if there is no explanation H 0 such that
pl(H 0) > pl(H ). That is, no other explanation is more plausible than H . It is just \a best"
because pl might not impose a total ordering over composite hypotheses (e.g., because of
probability intervals or qualitative likelihoods). Consequently, several composite hypotheses
might satisfy this de nition.

3.2 Relation to Other Work

These de nitions are intended to formalize the notion of best explanation in Josephson et al.
[13]. However, our de nitions are not limited to that paper. We consider in detail here how
Reiter's theory of diagnosis [26] and Pearl's theory of belief revision [19] can be mapped to
our model of abduction.
Composite hypotheses that do not explain all the data can still be considered explanations, albeit
partial. Nevertheless, because explaining all the data is a goal of the abduction problems we are considering,
for convenience, this goal is incorporated into the de nition of \explanation."
2
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3.2.1 Reiter's Theory of Diagnosis

Reiter de nes a diagnosis problem as a tuple hsd; components; obsi, in which sd and obs
are nite sets of rst-order sentences comprising the system description and observations,
respectively; components is a nite set of constants; and ab is a distinguished unary predicate, interpreted as abnormal. A diagnosis is de ned to be a minimal set   components
such that:
sd [ obs [ fab(c) j c 2 g [ f:ab(c) j c 2 componentsn g

is consistent. \Minimal set" means that no subset of  satis es the same condition.
Each subset of components can be treated as a composite hypothesis, i.e., a conjecture that certain components are abnormal, and that all other components are normal. A
diagnosis problem can then be mapped into an abduction problem as follows:

Hall = components
Dall = obs
e(H ) = a maximal set D  Dall such that
sd [ D [ fab(h) j h 2 H g [ f:ab(h) j h 2 Hall n H g
is consistent:
A solution for the diagnosis problem then corresponds to an explanation for the abduction
problem, and vice versa. Reiter does not de ne any criteria for ranking diagnoses, so there
is nothing to map to pl.
3

3.2.2 Pearl's Theory of Belief Revision

A Bayesian belief network [18] is a directed acyclic graph whose nodes W are propositional
variables. The probabilistic dependencies between the variables are described by specifying
P (xjs) for each value assignment x to a variable X 2 W and each value assignment s to X 's
parents S.4 The intention is that \the arcs signify the existence of direct causal in uences
between the linked propositions, and the strengths of the these in uences are quanti ed by
the conditional probabilities of each variable given the state of its parents" [19, p. 175].
For a particular belief revision problem [19], some subset V of the variables W are
initialized with speci c values. Let v be the value assignment to V . The solution to the
problem is the most probable value assignment w to all the variables W , i.e., P (wjv) is
greater than or equal to P (wjv) for any other value assignment w to the variables W . w
is called the most probable explanation (MPE).
v can be mapped to the set of data to be explained, i.e., a value assignment x to a
variable X 2 V is a datum. v can be explained by appropriate value assignments to the
other variables W nV . Treating value assignments of true as individual hypotheses, a belief
revision problem can be be mapped to an abduction problem as follows:
There might be more than one maximal subset of observations that satis es these conditions. If so, then
selects some preferred subset.
4 For belief networks, we use a (boldface) lower case letter to stand for a (set of) value assignment(s) to
a (set of) variable(s), which is denoted by a (boldface) upper case letter.
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Dall = v
Hall = W n V
e(H ) = a maximal set D  Dall such that
P (H = true ^ Hall n H = false jD) > 0
pl(H ) = P (H = true ^ Hall n H = false je(H ))
The MPE corresponds to a complete composite hypothesis. If the MPE is also parsimonious, then it corresponds to the best explanation. However, the MPE might assign true
to more variables than necessary for explanatory purposes. In the context of other value
assignments, X = true might be more likely than X = false even if X = true is super uous
under the above mapping [21].
This lack of correspondence between the MPE and the best explanation can be recti ed
by creating, for each X 2 W nV , a dummy variable X 0 and a dummy value assignment that
can be \caused" only if X 6= X 0. With this modi cation, the MPE corresponds to the best
explanation.
Another way of rectifying the situation is to simply ignore the parsimony constraint.
With this in mind, we shall use the mapping given above.
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3.2.3 Other Theories of Abduction

These reductions from problems in Reiter's and Pearl's theories to abduction problems
provide strong evidence that our model of abduction is general enough to accommodate
any theory of abduction, e.g., [6, 15, 21, 22]. This is because our model leaves e and pl
virtually unconstrained. We exploit this freedom below by de ning and analyzing natural constraints on e and pl without considering the representations|logical, causal, or
probabilistic|underlying the computation of e and pl. To make the analysis complete, we
also show how some of these constraints can be reduced to problems in Reiter's and Pearl's
theories.

3.3 Tractability Assumptions

In our complexity analysis, we assume that e and pl are tractable. We also assume that e and
pl can be represented reasonably, in particular, that the size of their internal representations
is polynomial in jDallj + jHallj.
Clearly, the tractability of these functions is central to abduction, since it is dicult to
nd plausible hypotheses explaining the data if it is dicult to compute e and pl. This should
not be taken to imply that the tractability of these functions can be taken for granted. For
example, it can be intractable to determine explanatory coverage of a composite hypothesis
[26] and to calculate the probability that an individual hypothesis is present, ignoring other
hypotheses [4]. We make these assumptions to simplify our analysis of abduction problems.
To re ect the complexity of these functions in our tractability results, we denote the time
complexity of e and pl with respect to the size of an abduction problem as Ce and Cpl,
respectively, e.g., nCe indicates n calls to e.
One diculty with the more \natural" mapping pl(H ) = P (H = true jv) is that even if the MPE is
parsimonious, it might not be the best explanation.
5
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For convenience, we assume the existence and the tractability of a function that determines which individual hypotheses can contribute to explaining a datum. Although it is not
a true inverse, we refer to this function as e?1, formally de ned as:

e? (d) = fh j 9H  Hall (d 62 e(H ) ^ d 2 e(H [fhg))g
1

Note that h 2 e?1(d) does not imply d 2 e(h).
The key factors, then, that we consider in the complexity of nding a best explanation
are properties of e and pl that allow or prevent tractable computation given that e, e?1,
and pl can be computed \easily." That is, given a particular class of abduction problems,
how much of the space of composite hypotheses must be explicitly searched to nd a best
explanation? As demonstrated below, intractability is the usual result in classes of problems
that involve signi cant interaction among the elements of composite hypotheses.

3.4 Simpli cations

We should note that these de nitions and assumptions simplify several aspects of abduction.
For example, we de ne composite hypotheses as simple combinations of individual hypotheses. In reality, the relationships among the parts of an abductive answer and the data being
explained can be much more complex, both logically and causally.
Another simpli cation is that domains are not de ned. One way to do this would be
to specify what data are possible (Dposs ) and general functions for computing explanatory
coverage and plausibilities based on the data (egen and plgen ). Then for a speci c abduction
problem, the following constraints would hold: Dall  Dposs , e(H ) = egen(H; Dall ), and
pl(H ) = plgen (H; Dall) (cf. Allemang et al. [1]).
The de nitions of abduction problems or domains do not mention the data that do
not have to explained, even though they could be important for determining e and pl. For
example, the age of a patient does not have to be explained, but can in uence the plausibility
of a disease. We shall assume that e and pl implicitly take into account data that do not
have to be explained, e.g., in the de nition of domains above, these data can be an additional
argument to egen and plgen .
Despite these simpli cations, our analysis provides powerful insights concerning the computational complexity of abduction.

3.5 An Example

We shall use the following example to facilitate our discussion:

Hall = fh ; h ; h ; h ; h g
Dall = fd ; d ; d ; d g
e(h ) = fd g
pl(h ) = superior
e(h ) = fd ; d g
pl(h ) = excellent
e(h ) = fd ; d g
pl(h ) = good
e(h ) = fd ; d g
pl(h ) = fair
e(h ) = fd ; d g
pl(h ) = poor
1
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Figure 1: Example of an Abduction Problem
Figure 1 is a pictorial representation of the example. The values of pl should simply
be interpreted as indicating relative order of plausibility. If e(H ) is the union of e(h) for
h 2 H , then fh2; h3; h5g is complete, but not parsimonious since h3 is super uous. fh2; h3g
is parsimonious, but not complete since it does not explain d4. Based on the plausibility
ordering criterion de ned in Section 5, fh1; h3; h4g and fh2; h5g would be considered the best
explanations.
Using these de nitions, assumptions, and example, we rst discuss how properties of e
a ect the tractability of nding best explanations, and then consider properties of pl.

4 Complexity of Finding Explanations

4.1 Independent Abduction Problems

In the simplest problems, an individual hypothesis explains a speci c set of data regardless
of what other individual hypotheses are being considered. This constraint is assumed by
INTERNIST-I [16], Reggia's set covering algorithm [25], Peng & Reggia's parsimonious
covering theory [21], Pearl's belief revision theory if interactions are restricted to noisy-OR
(an e ect can occur only if one or more of its causes are present) [19], and Eshelman's
cover-and-di erentiate method [9]. The use of con ict sets [6, 26] also appears to make this
assumption|each con ict set corresponds to a datum to be explained, and the elements of
the con ict set correspond to the hypotheses that can independently explain the datum.
Formally, an abduction problem is independent if:
[
8H  Hall (e(H ) = e(h))
h2H

That is, a composite hypothesis explains a datum if and only if one of its elements explains
the datum. This constraint makes explanatory coverage equivalent to set covering [25].
Assuming independence, the explanations in our example (refer to Figure 1) are: fh1; h3; h4g,
fh1; h3; h5g, fh1; h4; h5g, fh2; h3; h4g, and fh2; h5g.
One way to nd a best explanation would be to generate all explanations and then sort
them by plausibility. However, it is well-known that there can be an exponential number of
explanations. It is not surprising then that determining the number of explanations is hard.
7

W stands for the working composite hypothesis.
Nil is returned if no explanation exists.

Determine whether an explanation exists.
If e(Hall) 6= Dall then
Return nil
Find an explanation.

W Hall
For each h 2 Hall
If e(W nfhg) = Dall then
W W nfhg
Return W
Algorithm 1: Finding an Explanation in Independent and Monotonic Abduction Problems

Theorem 4.1 For the class of independent abduction problems, it is #P-complete to deter-

mine the number of explanations.
That is, determining the number of explanations for an independent abduction problem is
just as hard as determining the number of solutions to an NP-complete problem.6
The de nition of best explanation, however, does not require that all explanations be
explicitly enumerated. For example, if h is the most plausible individual hypothesis, h
explains Dall, and H  H 0 implies pl(H ) > pl(H 0), then h can be declared to be the
best explanation without further search. In general, the task of nding a best explanation
can be divided into two subtasks: (1) nd one explanation, and (2) repeatedly nd better
explanations until a best one is found. In the remainder of this section then, we shall consider
the complexity of generating one or more explanations. The following section discusses the
complexity of nding better explanations.
For independent abduction problems, it is tractable to nd an explanation. Let n =
jDallj + jHallj.
Theorem 4.2 For the class of independent abduction problems, there is an O(nCe + n2)
algorithm for nding an explanation, if one exists.
Algorithm 1 performs this task within this order of complexity. The appendix gives a
detailed explanation of this algorithm, but we note severalSaspects of its operation here.
It is easy to check whether an explanation exists. If h2Hall e(h) 6= Dall, then a union
over any subset of Hall will not equal Dall either.
The loop makes one pass through the individual hypotheses. It examines each individual
hypothesis in turn and removes it if no explanatory coverage is lost. Only one pass is
Also, it is #P-complete to determine the number of complete composite hypotheses. The de nition of
#P-complete comes from Valiant [32].
Detailed proofs of Theorem 4.1 and other theorems are given in the appendix.
6
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necessary because if the result W had a super uous element h, then h would have been
super uous for any superset of W , and thus, would have been removed by the body of the
loop.
If the e?1 function is available (see Section 3.3 for the de nition of e?1), then the working
hypothesis W , instead of being initialized to Hall, can be initialized to include only one
element from e?1(d) for each d 2 Dall. This modi cation has an advantage if e?1 is easy to
compute and the working hypothesis remains \small."

4.2 Monotonic Abduction Problems

We now consider a more general kind of problem, in which a composite hypothesis can
explain additional data that are not explained by any of its elements. For example, suppose
the two inputs to an AND-gate are supposed to be 0, and so the output is supposed to be 0,
but the observed output of the AND-gate is 1. If the inputs are produced by components A
and B , then hypothesizing a single fault in A or B is insucient to account for the datum,
but faults in both A and B are sucient.
This sort of interaction can also occur if two individual hypotheses have an additive
interaction. For example, each of the two hypotheses can explain a small value of some
measurement, but together can explain a larger measurement. In this latter case, if h only
partially explains d, then d 62 e(h). Note though that if adding h to a composite hypothesis
can result in completely explaining d, then h 2 e?1(d).
Formally, an abduction problem is monotonic [1] if:

8H; H 0  Hall (H  H 0 ! e(H )  e(H 0))
That is, a composite hypothesis does not \lose" any data explained by any of its subsets
and might explain additional data. All independent abduction problems are monotonic, but
a monotonic abduction problem is not necessarily independent. If, in Figure 1, fh2; h3g
also explained d4, then fh2; h3g would also be an explanation and fh2; h3; h4g would not be.
Monotonic abduction problems from the literature include Josephson's hypothesis assembly
technique [1] and Pearl's belief revision theory if interactions are restricted to noisy-OR and
noisy-AND [19].
Because the class of monotonic abduction problems includes the independent class, it is
also hard to determine the number of explanations. In addition, we have shown that it is
hard to enumerate a polynomial number of explanations.
Theorem 4.3 For the class of monotonic abduction problems, given a set of explanations,
it is NP-complete to determine whether an additional explanation exists.
We have proven this result by a reduction from the class of independent incompatibility
abduction problems, which is described below. The idea of the reduction is that the addition
of an individual hypothesis to a composite hypothesis can explain the rest of the data, make
nearly all the elements of the composite hypothesis super uous, and result in a previously
generated explanation. It turns out to be dicult to generate an additional explanation while
avoiding this kind of interaction. Whether a similar result holds for independent abduction
problems is an open question.
9

Although the class of monotonic problems is a superset of the class of independent problems, it is just as ecient to nd an explanation. Again, let n = jDallj + jHallj.
Theorem 4.4 For the class of monotonic abduction problems, there is an O(nCe + n2) algorithm for nding an explanation, if one exists.
Algorithm 1 performs this task within this order of complexity. Because of the monotonicity constraint, Hall must explain as much or more data than any other composite hypothesis.
The loop in Algorithm 1 works for the same reasons as for independent abduction problems.
Also, it is possible to use e?1 to initialize W , though one must be careful because more than
one element from e?1(d) might be needed to explain d.

4.3 Incompatibility Abduction Problems

Implicit in the formal model so far is the assumption that any collection of individual hypotheses is possible. However, most domains have restrictions that invalidate this assumption. For example, a faulty digital switch cannot simultaneously be stuck-at-1 and stuck-at-0.
More generally, the negation of a hypothesis can also be considered a hypothesis.
This kind of problem is neither independent nor monotonic because any composite hypothesis that contains a pair of mutually exclusive hypotheses cannot be an acceptable
hypothesis, while a subset that excludes at least one hypothesis from each pair is acceptable.
We call this kind of problem an incompatibility abduction problem.
Formally, an incompatibility abduction problem is a tuple hDall ; Hall; e; pl; Ii, where Dall,
Hall, e, and pl are the same as before and I is a set of two-element subsets of Hall, indicating
pairs of hypotheses that are incompatible with each other.7 For an incompatibility problem:

8H  Hall ((9I 2 I (I  H )) ! e(H ) = ;)
By this formal trick, a composite hypothesis containing incompatible hypotheses explains
nothing, preventing such a composite from being complete (except for trivial cases) or a best
explanation.
An independent incompatibility abduction problem satis es the formula:
[
8H  Hall ((6 9I 2 I (I  H )) ! e(H ) = e(h))
h2H

That is, except for incompatibilities, the problem is independent. In Figure 1, if
I = ffh1; h2g; fh2; h3g; fh3; h4g; fh4; h5gg, then only fh1; h3; h5g and fh2; h5g would be explanations.
Incompatibility abduction problems are more complex than monotonic or independent
abduction problems:
Theorem 4.5 For the class of independent incompatibility abduction problems, it is NPcomplete to determine whether an explanation exists.
Incompatible pairs are the most natural case, e.g., one hypothesis of the pair is the negation of the other.
mutually exclusive hypotheses can be represented as n(n ? 1)=2 incompatible pairs. Incompatible triplets
(any two of the three, but not all three) and so on are conceivable, but allowing these possibilities in the
formal de nition do not a ect the complexity results.
7
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We have proven this result by reduction from 3SAT [10], which is satis ability of boolean
expressions in conjunctive normal form, with no more than three literals in any conjunct.
Informally, the reduction works as follows. Each 3SAT literal and its negation corresponds
to an incompatible pair of hypotheses. Each conjunct of the boolean expression corresponds
to a datum to be explained. Satisfying a conjunct corresponds to a hypothesis explaining a
datum. Clearly then, a complete composite hypothesis exists i the boolean expression is satis able. Furthermore, a complete composite hypothesis exists i an explanation exists. Our
proof shows that only O(jHall j) incompatible pairs are needed to give rise to intractability.
The underlying diculty is that the choice between a pair of incompatible hypotheses
cannot be made locally, but is dependent on the choices from all other incompatible pairs.
It is interesting to note the parsimony constraint plays no role in this result. Just nding a
complete composite hypothesis is hard in incompatibility abduction problems.
It follows that:
Corollary 4.6 For the class of independent incompatibility abduction problems, it is NPhard to nd a best explanation.
The class of incompatibility abduction problems can be reduced to both Reiter's theory
of diagnosis [26] and Pearl's theory of belief revision [19].

Theorem 4.7 For the class of diagnosis problems, relative to the complexity of determining
whether a composite hypothesis is consistent with sd[obs, it is NP-complete to determine
whether a diagnosis exists.

For this theorem, a composite hypothesis is a conjecture that certain components are abnormal, and that all other components are normal.
It is easy to translate the explanatory interactions of an independent incompatibility
abduction problem into
rst-order sentences. For example, e?1(d) = H can be translated
W
to manifest(d) ! h2H ab(h). fh; h0g 2 I can be translated to ab(h) ! :ab(h0). It
is interesting that this problem is hard even if it is easy to determine the consistency of a
composite hypothesis.

Theorem 4.8 For the class of belief revision problems, it is NP-complete to determine
whether there is a value assignment w to the variables W such that P (wjv) > 0.
This theorem directly follows from Cooper's result that it is NP-complete to determine
whether P (X = true) > 0 for a given variable X within a belief network [4]. Also, a reduction
from incompatibility abduction problems can be done as follows. Map each h 2 Hall to a
\hypothesis" variable. Map each d 2 Dall to a \data" variable that can be true only if
one or more of the hypothesis variables corresponding to e?1(d) are true (e.g., noisy-OR
interaction). Map each incompatible pair into a data variable that can be true only if at
most one, but not both, of the two corresponding hypothesis variables is true (e.g., NAND).
Initializing all the data variables to true sets up the problem.
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4.4 Cancellation Abduction Problems

Another interaction not allowed in independent or monotonic abduction problems is cancellation, i.e., when one element of a composite hypothesis \cancels" a datum that another
element would otherwise explain. Cancellation can occur when one hypothesis can have a
subtractive e ect on another. This is common in medicine, e.g., in the domain of acid-base
disorders, one disease might explain an increased blood pH, and another might explain a
decreased pH, but together the result might be a normal pH [17]. Di erent faults in di erent components can result in cancellation, e.g., a stuck-at-1 input into an AND-gate might
account for an output of 1, but not if the other input is stuck-at-0. Cancellation commonly
occurs in the physical world. Newton's second law implies that forces can cancel each other.
Cancellation in the form of feedback control is intentionally designed into devices.
Formally, we de ne a cancellation abduction problem as a tuple hDall ; Hall; e; pl; e+; e?i.
e+ is a map from Hall to subsets of Dall indicating what data each hypothesis \produces." e?
is another map from Hall to subsets of Dall indicating what data each hypothesis \consumes."
d 2 e(H ) i the number of hypotheses in H that produce d outnumber the hypotheses that
consume d. That is:

d 2 e(H ) $ jfh j h 2 H ^ d 2 e (h)gj > jfh j h 2 H ^ d 2 e?(h)gj
+

In Figure 1, if we let e+ = e for individual hypotheses and if e?(h1) = fd3g, e?(h2) = fd4g,
and e?(h3) = e?(h4) = e? (h5) = ;, then the only explanations would be fh1; h3; h5g and
fh2; h4; h5g.
Admittedly, this is a simpli ed model of cancellation e ects, in the sense that it captures
only one kind of cancellation interaction. Nevertheless, it is sucient to derive intractability:
Theorem 4.9 For the class of cancellation abduction problems, it is NP-complete to determine whether an explanation exists.
We have proven this by reduction from nding explanations in incompatibility abduction problems. Informally, the idea of the reduction is based on the following. Suppose
that a datum has two potential \producers" and two potential \consumers." Now any composite hypothesis that contains both consumers cannot explain the datum. In e ect, the
two consumers are incompatible. Our reduction ensures that each incompatible pair in the
incompatibility abduction problem is appropriately mapped to such a situation in the corresponding cancellation
abduction problem. Only O(jHallj) \cancellations" are needed for
P
this result, where h2Hall je?(h)j gives the number of cancellations.
It follows that:
Corollary 4.10 For the class of cancellation abduction problems, it is NP-hard to nd a
best explanation.
One aspect of cancellation abduction problems is more complex than incompatibility
abduction problems. In an independent incompatibility abduction problem, if a complete
composite hypothesis is found, then it is easy to nd a parsimonious subset. However, this
is not true for cancellation abduction problems.
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Table 1: Computational Complexity of Finding Explanations
class of problems
independent
monotonic
incompatibility
cancellation

condition to achieve
nding all
nding an nding a best
explanations explanation explanation
NP
P
?
NP
P
?
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP

P = known polynomial algorithm

NP = NP-hard

Theorem 4.11 For the class of cancellation abduction problems, it is coNP-complete to
determine whether a complete composite hypothesis is parsimonious.

That is, it is NP-complete to determine whether a complete composite hypothesis is not
parsimonious. The idea of our reduction is the following. If a datum has three \producers"
and two \consumers," we can ensure that the datum is explained by including all three producers in the composite hypothesis. However, there might be a more parsimonious composite
hypothesis in which some of the producers are omitted, but nding such a composite hypothesis means that one or both consumers must be omitted as well, making them e ectively
incompatible.
Table 1 summarizes the results of this section. The \?" indicates that we not have
yet described the complexity of nding a best explanation in independent and monotonic
abduction problems.

5 Complexity of Plausibility
To analyze the complexity of nding a best explanation, we need to de ne how to compare the
plausibilities of explanations. We consider one plausibility criterion based on comparing the
plausibilities of the elements of the explanations. Other plausibility criteria are considered
in Bylander et al. [2], but they are less relevant to other theories of abduction.

5.1 The Best-Small Plausibility Criterion

Everything else being equal, smaller explanations are preferable to larger ones, and more
plausible individual hypotheses are preferable to less plausible ones. Thus, in the absence
of other information, it is reasonable to compare the plausibility of explanations based on
their sizes and the relative plausibilities of their elements. When a con ict occurs, e.g., one
explanation is smaller, but has less plausible elements, no ordering can be imposed without
additional information.
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The best-small plausibility criterion formally characterizes these considerations as follows:
pl(H ) > pl(H 0) $
9m: H ! H 0 (m is 1-1 ^
8h 2 H (pl(h)  pl(m(h))) ^
(jH j = jH 0j ! 9h 2 H (pl(h) > pl(m(h)))))
That is, to be more plausible according to best-small, the elements of H need to be matched
to the elements of H 0 so that the elements of H are at least as plausible as their matches
in H 0. If H and H 0 are the same size, then in addition some element in H must be more
plausible than its match in H 0. Note that if H is larger than H 0, then pl(H ) 6> pl(H 0). In
Figure 1, fh1; h3; h4g and fh2; h5g would be the best explanations.
We have demonstrated that it is intractable to nd best explanations using best-small.
Theorem 5.1 For the class of independent abduction problems using the best-small plausibility criterion, it is NP-hard to nd a best explanation.
The simplest proof of this theorem involves a reduction from minimum cover [10]. If each
individual hypothesis is given the same plausibility, then the smallest explanations (the covers
with the smallest sizes) are the best explanations. A more general proof is a reduction from
a special class of independent incompatibility abduction problems in which each individual
hypothesis is in exactly one incompatible pair. In this reduction, each incompatible pair
is mapped into two equally plausible hypotheses, at least one of which must be chosen.
If the incompatibility abduction problem has any explanations, they turn out to be best
explanations in the best-small problem.
We conjecture that it is possible to reduce from nding a best explanation using best-small
to nding a best explanation using any \theory of belief" in which composite hypotheses
that are smaller or have more plausible elements can have higher belief values. Of course,
standard probability theory is an example of such a theory, as are all its main competitors.
This conjecture is supported by the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2 For the class of belief revision problems restricted to OR interactions, it is
NP-hard to nd the MPE.
The restriction to OR interactions means that each e ect can be true only if one or more
of its parents are true. This restriction makes it easy to nd a value assignment w such
that P (wjv) > 0. Although this theorem could be demonstrated by adapting the proof for
Theorem 5.1, it is useful to show that the best-small plausibility criterion has a correlate in
probabilistic reasoning.
The reduction from independent abduction problems using best-small works as follows.
Each h 2 Hall is mapped to a \hypothesis" variable. Each d 2 Dall is mapped to a \data"
variable that is true if and only if one or more of the hypothesis variables corresponding to
e?1(d) are true, i.e., an OR interaction. The a priori probabilities of the hypothesis variables
being true must be between 0 and :5, and are ordered according to the plausibilities in the
abduction problem. Initializing all the data variables to true sets up the problem. The MPE
for this belief revision problem corresponds to a best explanation for the best-small problem.
Because nding a best explanation is NP-hard, nding the MPE must be NP-hard even for
belief networks that only contain OR interactions.
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5.2 Ordered Abduction Problems

Our proofs of Theorem 5.1 depend on the fact that some individual hypotheses have similar
plausibilities to other hypotheses. It turns out that nding a best explanation using bestsmall is tractable if the plausibilities of individual hypotheses are all di erent from each
other and if their plausibilities are totally ordered.
Formally, an abduction problem is ordered if:

8h; h0 2 Hall (h 6= h0 ! (pl(h) < pl(h0) _ pl(h) > pl(h0)))
Again, let n = jDallj + jHallj.
Theorem 5.3 For the class of ordered monotonic abduction problems using the best-small
plausibility criterion, there is an O(nCe + nCpl + n ) algorithm for nding a best explanation.
2

Algorithm 2 performs this task within this order of complexity. It is same as Algorithm
1 except that the loop considers the individual hypotheses from least to most plausible. The
explanation that Algorithm 2 nds is a best explanation because no other explanation can
have more plausible individual hypotheses; the algorithm always chooses the least plausible
individual hypotheses to remove. Of course, Algorithm 2 also nds a best explanation for
ordered independent abduction problems.
As with Algorithm 1, it is possible to use e?1 advantageously. The working hypothesis
W can be initialized to include the most plausible individual hypotheses from each e?1(d),
i.e., because of monotonic interactions, sucient hypotheses from e?1(d) must be chosen so
that d is explained.
Algorithm 2 is an adaptation of the hypothesis assembly algorithm described in Josephson
et al. [13], and is a serial version of the parallel parsimony algorithm described in Goel [11].
In Figure 1 assuming the independence constraint, this algorithm would nd fh1; h3; h4g,
which is one of the two best explanations.
As in our example, there might be more than one explanation because best-small in
general imposes a partial ordering on the plausibilities of composite hypotheses. Suppose
that an ordered monotonic abduction problem had only one best explanation according to
best-small. Because Algorithm 2 is guaranteed to nd a best explanation, then it will nd
the one best explanation.
Corollary 5.4 For the class of ordered monotonic abduction problems using the best-small
plausibility criterion, if there is exactly one best explanation, then there is an O(nCe + nCpl +
n2) algorithm for nding the best explanation.
This can be informally restated as: In a well-behaved abduction problem, if it is known that
some explanation is clearly the best explanation, then it is tractable to nd it. Unfortunately,
it is dicult to determine if some explanation is clearly the best explanation.
Theorem 5.5 For the class of ordered independent abduction problems using the best-small
plausibility criterion, given a best explanation, it is NP-complete to determine whether there
is another best explanation.
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W stands for the working composite hypothesis.
Nil is returned if no explanation exists.

Determine whether an explanation exists.
If e(Hall) 6= Dall then
Return nil
Find a best explanation.

W Hall
For each h 2 Hall from least to most plausible
If e(W nfhg) = Dall then
W W nfhg
Return W
Algorithm 2: Finding a Best Explanation in Ordered Independent and Monotonic Abduction
Problems Using the Best-Small Plausibility Criterion
We have proved this by a reduction from the special class of independent incompatibility
abduction problems in which each individual hypothesis is in exactly one incompatible pair.
Assuming n incompatible pairs, the best-small problem is set up so that one hypothesis out
of each pair must be chosen, and so that extra hypotheses plus the most plausible element
of each pair is a best explanation of size n + 2. In our reduction, any other best-small
best explanation in this reduction must be of size n + 1 and include an explanation for
the incompatibility problem. Thus, even for ordered independent abduction problems, it is
intractable to nd all the best explanations, or even enumerate some number of them.
As a consequence, it does not become tractable to nd the MPE for ordered abduction
problems. The proof for the previous theorem can be easily adapted so that any explanation
of size n + 1 will be more probable than any explanation of size n + 2.
From these theorems, we can describe what kinds of mistakes will be made by Algorithm
2. While the explanation this algorithm nds will match up qualitatively to any other
explanation, there might be other \qualitatively best" explanations, which might be judged
better based on more precise plausibility information.
Table 2 summarizes the results of this and the previous section.

6 A Real-World Application of Abduction|Red Blood
Antibody Identi cation

6.1 Description of the Domain

The RED expert system performs in the domain of blood bank antibody analysis [28].
One of the jobs done by a blood-bank technologist is to identify antibodies in a patient's
serum that can react to antigens that might appear on red blood cells. This is typically
16

Table 2: Computational Complexity of Finding Best Explanations Using the Best-Small
Plausibility Criterion
class of problems

condition to achieve
nding a best
nding more than
explanation one best explanation
P
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP

ordered independent/monotonic
unordered independent/monotonic
incompatibility
cancellation

P = known polynomial algorithm NP = NP-hard
done by combining, under di erent test conditions, samples of patient serum with samples
of red blood cells known to express certain antigens. Some of these combinations might
show reactions. The presence of certain antibodies in the patient serum accounts for certain
reactions. The reactions are additive in the sense that if the presence of one antibody explains
one reaction, and presence of another antibody explains another, then the presence of both
antibodies explains both reactions. If each antibody can account for a weak result in some
reaction, then the presence of both can account for a stronger result in that reaction. Also,
some pairs of antibodies cannot occur together. RED's task is to decide which antibodies
are present, given a certain reaction pattern. RED takes into account about 30 of the most
common antibodies.

6.2 Relationship to Classes of Abduction Problems

We now examine how this task can be categorized within the classes of abduction problems
discussed in this paper.
Independent. The additive nature of the reactions means that for separate reactions and
compatible hypotheses, the independence constraint is met. However, since independent
abduction problems do not allow for parts of data to be explained, they cannot describe
additivity of reaction strengths.
Monotonic. If we view a weak result for some reaction as a separate result from a strong
result for the same reaction, then we can say that the phenomenon of additive reaction
strengths falls into the class of monotonic abduction problems. That is, each of two antibodies alone might explain a weak reaction. Together, they would explain either a weak
reaction or a strong reaction.
Incompatibility. In this domain, some antibodies are incompatible with others. Also, for
each antibody, RED distinguishes between two di erent, incompatible ways that it can react.
Thus, red blood antibody identi cation is clearly outside of monotonic abduction problems
and within the intractable class of incompatibility abduction problems. Below, we discuss
why this is not usually a diculty in this domain.
Cancellation. No cancellation interactions take place in this domain.
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Ordered. RED rates the plausibility of the presence of an antibody on a 7-point qualitative
scale. Because there are about 60 antibody subtypes, the same plausibility rating is given
to several antibodies. Strictly speaking, this takes the problem out of ordered abduction
problems, but we describe below why this is not usually a problem.
Incompatibility relationships and lack of plausibility ordering do not usually create difculties in this domain for the following reasons. One is that most antibodies are usually
ruled out before any composite hypotheses are considered, i.e., the evidence indicates that
the antibodies cannot reasonably be part of any composite hypotheses. The more antibodies that are ruled out, the more likely that the remaining antibodies contain no or few
incompatibilities, and resemble an ordered abduction problem.
Another reason is that the reaction testing is designed to discriminate between the antibodies. Thus, an antibody that is present usually explains some reaction more plausibly
than any other antibody. An antibody that is not present is unlikely to have clear evidence
in its favor and is usually super uous in the context of equally or higher rated antibodies.
A nal reason is that it is rare to have more than a few antibodies. Other antibodies
that are rated lower than these antibodies are easily eliminated.
In rare cases, though, these reasons do not apply with the result that RED has diculties
with incompatible pairs or unordered hypotheses, or that RED selects an explanation with
many antibodies whereas the preferred answer contains a smaller number of individually less
plausible antibodies [27].

7 Discussion
We have discovered one restricted class of abduction problems in which it is tractable to
nd the best explanation. In this class, there can be no incompatibility relationships or
cancellation interactions, the plausibilities of the individual hypotheses are all di erent from
each other, and there must be exactly one best explanation according to the best-small
plausibility criterion. Unfortunately, it is intractable to determine whether there is more
than one best explanation in ordered abduction problems. However, it is still tractable to
nd one of the best-small best explanations in ordered monotonic abduction problems.
For abduction in general, however, our results are not encouraging. We believe that few
domains satisfy the independent or monotonic property, i.e., they usually have incompatibility relationships and cancellation interactions. Requiring the most plausible explanation
appears to guarantee intractability for abduction. It is important to note that these diculties result from the nature of abduction problems, and not the representations or algorithms
being used to solve the problem. These problems are hard no matter what representation or
algorithm is used.
Fortunately, there are several mitigating factors that might hold for speci c domains.
One factor is that incompatibility relationships and cancellation interactions might be sufciently sparse so that it is not expensive to search for explanations. However, only O(n)
incompatibilities or cancellations are sucient to lead to intractability, and the maximum
plausibility requirement still remains a diculty.
Another factor, as discussed in Section 1, is that some constraint might guarantee a
polynomial search space, e.g., a limit on the size of hypotheses or sucient knowledge to rule
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out most individual hypotheses. For example, if rule-out knowledge can reduce the number
of individual hypotheses from h to log h, then the problem is tractable. It is important to
note that such factors do not simply call for \more knowledge," but knowledge of the right
type, e.g., rule-out knowledge. Additional knowledge per se does not reduce complexity. For
example, more knowledge about incompatibilities or cancellations makes abduction harder.
The abductive reasoning of the RED expert system works because of these factors. The
size of the right answer is usually small, and rule-out knowledge is able to eliminate many
hypotheses. RED is able to avoid exhaustive search because the non-ruled-out hypotheses
are close to an ordered monotonic abduction problem.
If there are no tractable algorithms for a class of abduction problems, then there is no
choice but do abduction heuristically (unless one is willing to wait for a very long time).
This poses a challenge to researchers who attempt to deal with abductive inference|provide
a characterization that respects the classic criteria of good explanations (parsimony, coverage, consistency, and plausibility), but avoids the computational pitfalls that beset solutions
attempting to optimize these criteria. We believe this will lead to the adoption of a more
naturalistic or satis cing conceptualization of abduction [14, 29], in which the nal explanation is not guaranteed to be optimal, e.g., it might not explain some data. Perhaps one
mark of intelligence is being able to act despite the lack of optimal solutions.
Our results show that abduction, characterized as nding the most plausible composite
hypothesis that explains all the data, is generally an intractable problem. Thus, it is futile
to hope for a tractable algorithm that produces optimal answers for all kinds of abduction
problems. To be solved eciently, an abduction problem must have certain features that
make it tractable, and a reasoning method that takes advantage of those features. Understanding abduction, as for any portion of intelligence, requires a theory of reasoning that
takes care for the practicality of computations.

A Proofs of Theorems
In this appendix, we provide a proof for each theorem in the paper. We assume that the
functions e and pl are tractable with time complexities O(Ce ), and O(Cpl) in the size of an
abduction problem, respectively (see Section 3). The reader is forewarned that many of
the reduction proofs do not provide direct insight on the intuitive reasons underlying the
complexity results. The proof of Theorem 4.3 is given after Theorem 4.5.

Theorem 4.1 For the class of independent abduction problems, it is #P-complete to determine the number of explanations.

This is in #P because each composite hypothesis H  Hall can be generated in nondeterministic polynomial time, and it is easy to check if H is complete and parsimonious.
It is possible to reduce from determining the number of minimal vertex covers [32] to
determining the number of explanations. Given a graph G with vertices V and edges E , a
minimal vertex cover is a minimal subset of vertices V 0  V such that every edge is connected
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to a vertex in V 0. An independent abduction problem can be constructed from G as follows:
Dall = E
Hall = V
e(H ) = f(u; v) 2 E j u 2 H _ v 2 H g
pl(H ) = anything
In this construction, H is an explanation i it corresponds to a minimal vertex cover.
Theorem 4.2 For the class of independent abduction problems, there is an O(nCe + n2)
algorithm for nding an explanation, if one exists.
Theorem 4.4 For the class of monotonic abduction problems, there is an O(nCe + n2) algorithm for nding an explanation, if one exists.
For these theorems, n = jDallj + jHall j. Because the monotonic constraint is more general
than the independent constraint, our discussion is oriented for Theorem 4.4. First we consider
the correctness of Algorithm 1, and then consider its complexity.
The rst conditional determines whether an explanation exists. Because of the monotonic
constraint, Hall must explain as much or more than any other composite hypothesis. Hence,
if Hall is not a complete composite hypothesis, then no composite hypothesis is complete.
If Hall passes this test, then initializing W to Hall ensures that W starts o as a complete
composite hypothesis.
Within the loop, W remains a complete composite hypothesis because no element is removed if it leads to explaining less than Dall. The fact that the result W is also parsimonious
can be shown by contradiction. Suppose that H  W and e(H ) = Dall . Then, because the
problem is monotonic, H  H 0 ! e(H ) = e(H 0) = e(W ). In particular, for each h 2 W n H ,
e(H ) = e(W nfhg) = e(W ). However, the loop would have removed h from W (or any
superset of W ) in just this case, implying that h 62 W , which is a contradiction. Thus, the
loop produces a complete and parsimonious composite hypothesis, i.e., an explanation.
Now consider the complexity of Algorithm 1. We assume sets are represented as bit
vectors. Let k = jDallj and l = jHallj.
The conditional makes one call to e (O(Ce )) and checks whether its answer is equal to
Dall (O(k) steps). Assigning Hall to W takes O(l) steps.
Since jHallj = l, the loop iterates l times. The loop performs l evaluations of e (O(Ce )
each), l set comparisons (O(k) each), and up to l set di erences of single elements (O(1)
each). Thus the complexity of algorithm is O(lCe + kl + k + 2l). Since both k and l are less
than n, O(nCe + n2) clearly bounds the complexity of Algorithm 1.
Theorem 4.5 For the class of independent incompatibility abduction problems, it is NPcomplete to determine whether there is an explanation.
We prove the NP-completeness of this problem by reducing from 3SAT [10]: given a
statement in propositional calculus in conjunctive normal form, in which each term has at
most three factors, nd an assignment of variables that makes the statement true.
Let S be a statement in propositional calculus in 3SAT form. Let U = fu1; u2; : : :; umg
be the variables used in S . Let n be the number of terms in S . An equivalent independent
incompatibility abduction problem P = hDall; Hall; e; pl; Ii can be constructed by:
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Dall = fd ; d ; : : : ; dng
Hall = fh ; h0 ; h ; h0 ; : : :; hm ; h0mg
e(hi) = fdj j ui is a factor in the j th termg
e(h0i) = fdj j :ui is a factor in the j th termg
pl(H ) = anything
I = ffh ; h0 g; fh ; h0 g; : : :; fhm; h0mgg
If H is a complete composite hypothesis for P , then S is satis ed by the following
assignment.
(
if hi 2 H
ui = true
false otherwise
1

2

1

1

1

2

1

2

2

2

Consider the j th term in S . Since dj 2 e(H ), there is some i such that either hi or h0i is in
H and explains dj . If hi 2 H and dj 2 e(hi), then ui is a factor in the j th term of S and by
the assignment above, the term is satis ed. If h0i 2 H and dj 2 e(h0i), then hi 62 H and :ui is
a factor in the j th term of S , so by the assignment above, the term is satis ed. Since j was
arbitrary, it must be the case that all terms in S will be satis ed by the above assignment.
If S is satis ed by a value assignment U 0  U indicating:
(
true if u 2 U 0
ui = false
otherwise
then H = fhi j ui 2 U 0g [ fh0i j ui 62 U 0g will be a complete composite hypothesis for P .
An explanation for P exists if and only if a complete composite hypothesis for P exists.
Thus, 3SAT problems reduce to independent incompatibility abduction problems. Incompatibility abduction problems are clearly in NP since it is easy to guess a composite hypothesis
H and to test whether e(H ) = Dall. Thus, it is NP-complete to determine whether an
independent incompatibility abduction problem has an explanation.
Below, we reduce this class of problems to a number of other classes. For convenience,
we shall assume that these abduction problems have the same form as the P constructed
above: the problem is independent except for incompatibilities, each h 2 Hall is an element
of exactly one I 2 I , and je?1(d)j  3 for each d 2 Dall . We refer to this special class of
independent incompatibility abduction problems as 3SAT abduction problems.

Theorem 4.3 For the class of monotonic abduction problems, given a set of explanations,
it is NP-complete to determine whether an additional explanation exists.

This can be reduced from 3SAT abduction problems. Let P = hDall; Hall; e; pl; Ii be a
0 ; H 0 ; e0; pl0 i be a monotonic abduction problem
3SAT abduction problem, and let P 0 = hDall
all
constructed from P as follows.
0 = Dall
Dall
0 = Hall
Hall
(
all if 9I 2 I (I  H )
0
e (H ) = D
e(H ) otherwise
0
pl (H ) = pl(H )
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It turns out that I is a set of explanations for P 0. Consequently, any other explanation
can only have at most one hypothesis from each pair I 2 I . Thus, it would also be a
explanation for P .

Theorem 4.7 For the class of diagnosis problems, relative to the complexity of determining
whether a composite hypothesis is consistent with sd[obs, it is NP-complete to determine
whether a diagnosis exists.

To determine whether a solution exists for a diagnosis problem, it is sucient to exhibit
a subset of components   components such that
sd [ obs [ fab(c) j c 2 g [ f:ab(c) j c 2 componentsn g

is consistent. Hence, diagnosis problems are in NP relative to the complexity of determining
whether a composite hypothesis is consistent with sd[obs.
Determining whether a diagnosis exists can be reduced from nding explanations for
3SAT abduction problems. Let P = hDall ; Hall; e; pl; Ii be a 3SAT abduction problem, and
let P 0 = hsd; obs; componentsi be a diagnosis problem constructed from P as follows.
W
sd = fmanifest(d) ! h2e?1 (d) ab(h) j d 2 Dall g [
fab(h) ! :ab(h0) j fh; h0g 2 Ig
obs = fmanifest(d) j d 2 Dall g
components = Hall
An explanation for P exists i there is a complete composite hypothesis H in P , which
is equivalent to whether:
sd [ obs [ fab(h) j h 2 H g [ f:ab(h) j h 2 Hall n H g

is consistent for P 0. Clearly, some ab(h) must be true for each observation manifest(d).
Also, ab(h) and ab(h0) cannot be true at the same time if fh; h0g 2 I .

Theorem 4.8 For the class of belief revision problems, it is NP-complete to determine
whether there is a value assignment w to the variables W such that P (wjv) > 0.
Cooper [4] showed that it is NP-complete to determine whether P (X = true) > 0 for
a given variable X . To prove the above theorem, simply let V = fX g and v consist of
X = true. Determining whether there is a value assignment w such that P (wjv) > 0 is
equivalent to determining whether P (X = true) > 0.

Theorem 4.9 For the class of cancellation abduction problems, it is NP-complete to determine whether an explanation exists.

This can be shown by reduction from 3SAT abduction problems. Let P = hDall ; Hall; e; pl; Ii
be a 3SAT abduction problem. An equivalent cancellation abduction problem
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0 ; H 0 ; e0 ; pl0; e0 ; e0 i can be constructed by:
P 0 = hDall
all
?
0 = Dall [ fdI j I 2 Ig
Dall
0 = Hall [ fh0 ; h00g
Hall
(
+

e0 (h) = ef(dh)j I 2 Ig
( I
e0?(h) = f;dI j h 2 I g
pl0(H ) = pl(H )
+

8

if h 2 Hall
if h 2 fh0; h00g
if h 2 Hall
if h 2 fh0; h00g

Cancellation interactions are created so that each incompatible pair in P e ectively be0 , if I  H 0 , then dI 62 e0(H 0 ). Thus, no
come incompatible in P 0. For all I 2 I and H 0  Hall
such H 0 can be an explanation. Hence, P 0 has a complete composite hypothesis i P has a
complete composite hypothesis. In particular, H  Hall is a complete composite hypothesis
for P if and only if H [fh0; h00g is a complete composite hypothesis for P 0. Consequently, P
has an explanation if and only if P 0 has an explanation.

Theorem 4.11 For the class of cancellation abduction problems, it is coNP-complete to
determine whether a complete composite hypothesis is parsimonious.

That is, it is NP-complete to determine whether a complete composite hypothesis is
not parsimonious. This can be shown by reduction from 3SAT abduction problems. Let
0 ; H 0 ; e0; pl0 ; e0 ; e0 i
P = hDall ; Hall; e; pl; Ii be a 3SAT abduction problem, and let P 0 = hDall
all
+
?
be a cancellation abduction problem constructed from P as follows:
0 = Hall [ fh0 ; h00; h; h g
Hall
0
Dall = D
8 alle(h[) f[dIdj I 2 Ig [ fdifh hj h2 2HHall g
>
h
all
>
< fdI j I 2 Ig
0 00
if
h
2
f
h
0
e+(h) = > D [ fd j I 2 Ig if h = h ; h g
>
: fdall j h 2 IH g
if h = h
all
8 h
>
if h 2 Hall
< fdI j h 2 I g
0
e?(h) = > fdh j h 2 Hallg if h = h
:;
if h 2 fh0; h00; hg
0
pl (H ) = pl(H )
This construction is similar to the previous one except that additional data and hy0 is a complete composite hypothesis. However, any other
potheses are included so that Hall
0 ) cannot
complete composite hypothesis (which obviously must be a proper subset of Hall

include h and must satisfy cancellation interactions equivalent to P 's incompatibilities. In
particular, H  Hall is a complete composite hypothesis for P if and only if H [fh0; h00; hg
is a complete composite hypothesis for P 0.

Theorem 5.1 For the class of independent abduction problems using the best-small plausibility criterion, it is NP-hard to nd a best explanation.
8 This means that D
all has a datum corresponding to each I 2 I , notated as dI .
0
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This can be shown by reduction from 3SAT abduction problems. Let P = hDall ; Hall; e; pl; Ii
0 ; H 0 ; e0; pl0 i be an independent abduction
be a 3SAT abduction problem, and let P 0 = hDall
all
problem using best-small constructed from P as follows:
Let f1 be a function from I to Hall, such that 8I 2 I (f1(I ) 2 I ), i.e., f1 chooses one
hypothesis
each pair in I . Let H1 be the set of hypotheses that f1 chooses, i.e, H1 =
S ff (I )gfrom
. Let f2 be another function from I to Hall, such that f2 chooses the other
I 2I 1
hypothesis from each pair in I . Now de ne P 0 as:
0 = Dall [ fdI j I 2 Ig [ fd0 g
Dall
0 = Hall [ fh0; h00g
Hall
8
>
< e(h0 ) [ fdI j h 2 I g if h 2 H0all
0
e (h) = > fd g [ Dall n e(H ) if h = h
: fd0g
if h = h00
8I 2 I (pl0(f (I )) = pl0(f (I )))
8h 2 Hall (pl0(h) < pl0(h0) < pl0(h00))
1

1

2

The remaining orderings of pl0 do not matter. Let n = jIj. Note that one hypothesis
out of each I 2 I must be chosen to explain all the dI . Either h0 or h00 must be chosen
to explain d0. Hence, explanations must be of size n + 1 or larger. Now H = H1[fh0g is
an explanation of size n + 1, where n = jIj. Because h0 makes h00 super uous, any other
explanation of greater size must include more than n elements of Hall. According to bestsmall, this would match h0 of H against a lower ranking hypothesis, so H must be better than
any larger explanation. No other explanation can be smaller, so to get a better explanation
according to best-small, h00 must be chosen, and only one hypothesis out of each I 2 I
can be accepted so that they explain Dall, i.e., a solution to the 3SAT abduction problem
P . Such an explanation would be a best explanation and also show that H is not a best
explanation. Hence, nding the best explanation would solve the 3SAT abduction problem.
Thus, nding a best explanation for independent abduction problems using the best-small
plausibility criterion is NP-hard.

Theorem 5.2 For the class of belief revision problems restricted to OR interactions, it is
NP-hard to nd the most probable explanation.

We reduce from nding a best explanation in independent abduction problems using
the best-small plausibility criterion. Let P = hDall ; Hall; e; pli be an independent abduction
problem where pl satis es the best-small plausibility criterion. A belief revision problem P 0
that preserves the orderings among complete composite hypotheses determined by pl, but
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might create additional orderings, is:
W = fXd j d 2 Dallg [ fXh j h 2 Hallg
V = fXd j d 2 Dallg
Sd = fXh j d 2 e(h)g
Sh = ;
v = fX = true j X 2 V g
8sd ((sd ! 9Xh (d 2 e(h) ^ Xh = true )) ! P (Xd = true jsd) = 1)
8sd ((sd ! 8Xh (d 2 e(h) ! Xh = false )) ! P (Xd = true jsd) = 0)
8Xh (0 < P (Xh = true ) < :5)
8Xh; Xh0 (pl(h) < pl(h0) ! P (Xh = true ) < P (Xh0 = true ))
8Xh; Xh0 (pl(h) = pl(h0) ! P (Xh = true ) = P (Xh0 = true ))
Note that P (Xd = true ) = 1 i there is some h such that d 2 e(h) and P (Xh = true ) = 1.
The network thus consists solely of OR interactions. As a consequence, the conditional
probabilities can be concisely represented. This ensures that the size of P 0 is polynomial in
the size of P .
For convenience, we will use P (H jD) to denote the probability that Xh is true for h 2 H
and Xh is false for h 2 HallnH , given that Xd is true for d 2 D and Xh is false for d 2 DallnD.
If a value assignment w to all the variables W assigns true to all Xd and to only Xh such
that h 2 H , it is easy to verify that P (wjv) = P (H jDall ).
If H is a complete composite hypothesis for the abduction problem P , then H can be
compared to other complete composite hypotheses in the belief revision problem P 0 using
the expression:
Y
Y
P (h)
(1 ? P (h))
h2H

h2HallnH

where P (h) denotes P (Xh = true ). By Bayes' theorem:
P (H jDall) = P (HP)P(D(Dall) jH )
all
Because of the way the conditional probabilities are set up, H implies Dall, so P (DalljH ) = 1.
Because P (Dall) will always be in the denominator, it is sucient to compare P (H ) with
P (H 0) if H 0 is another complete composite hypotheses. P (H ) is calculated by the expression
given above. Obviously P (H jDall) > 0 if H is a complete composite hypothesis.
If H is not a complete composite hypothesis, then P (Dall jH ) = 0, and so P (H jDall ) = 0.9
Suppose H  is the composite hypothesis that corresponds to the MPE w for the belief
revision problem. To show that H  is a best explanation, we need to show that H  is
complete, H  is parsimonious, and that no other explanation H is better than H  based on
the best-small plausibility criterion. From the above discussion, it should be clear that H 
is complete.
Now if H  were not parsimonious, then some h 2 H  is super uous, i.e., H nfhg is
complete. However, because 1 ? P (h) > P (h), it would follow that P (H nfhg) > P (H ),
which contradicts the fact that H  corresponds to the MPE. Thus, it must be the case that
H  is parsimonious. Since H  is also complete, H  is an explanation.
9

Or unde ned if no complete composite hypothesis exists, in which case, no explanation or MPE exists.
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Finally, suppose that another explanation H is better than H  according to the bestsmall plausibility criterion. Then there exists a 1-1 function m from H to H  that satis es
the following conditions: for each h 2 H , P (h)  P (m(h)); and either H is smaller than
H , or there exists an h 2 H such that P (h) > P (m(h)).
Using the function m, a 1-1 function m0 from Hall to Hall can be constructed as follows:
8
>
< m(?hn) if h 2 H
0
m (h) = > m (h) if h 2 H n H ^ m?n(h) 2 H ^ m?(n+1)(h) does not exist
:h
otherwise
The domain of m is mapped into the range of m. Whatever is in m's range, but not in m's
domain, is inversely mapped into elements in m's domain, but not in m's range. Everything
left over is neither in m's range nor domain, and is mapped to itself.
Because of the best-small constraint, the following can be shown for m0:

P (h)  P (m0(h))
if h 2 H
0
1 ? P (h) > P (m (h))
if h 2 H n H ^ 9h0 2 H (m(h0) = h)
0
1 ? P (h) = 1 ? P (m (h)) otherwise
Since this mapping matches the factors of P (H ) to those of P (H ), it shows that P (H ) 
P (H ). Furthermore, best-small guarantees that either P (h) > P (m(h)) for some h 2 H
or that H is smaller, implying there is some h 62 H such that 1 ? P (h) > P (m0(h)). Thus,
P (H ) > P (H ).
However, this contradicts the fact that H  is the MPE. Thus, it must be the case that the
MPE for the belief revision problem P 0 corresponds to a best explanation for the abduction
problem P . Because nding a best explanation is NP-hard, it is also the case that that
nding the MPE is NP-hard, even if the belief network is restricted to OR interactions.

Theorem 5.3 For the class of ordered monotonic abduction problems using the best-small
plausibility criterion, there is an O(nCe + nCpl + n ) algorithm for nding a best explanation.
where n = jDallj + jHallj.
2

Algorithm 2 is di erent from Algorithm 1 in only one way: instead of iterating over
elements of Hall in an arbitrary order in the loop, a speci c order is imposed. Thus, by
similar arguments as for Theorem 4.4, Algorithm 2 will also nd an explanation, if one
exists. The change to the loop will result in the addition of at most O(jHall j) evaluations
of pl and O(jHall j log jHallj) steps to sort Hall based on pl. Clearly then, the complexity of
Algorithm 2 conforms to the order of complexity in the theorem. We now show that the
explanation it nds will be a best explanation.
Let W be the explanation it returns. Suppose that, according to the best-small plausibility criterion, there is a better explanation H . Then jH j  jW j and there must be a match m
of H 's elements to W 's elements, such that H 's elements are just as or more plausible than
W 's. The matching hypotheses from H to W cannot all have the same plausibility|that
would imply that H  W because the abduction problem is ordered. However, because W
is parsimonious, no proper subset of W can be complete. Thus, at least one element of H
must be more plausible than its match in W .
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Suppose that the least plausible element h1 2 H is more plausible than the least plausible
element w1 2 W . This implies that all elements of H are more plausible than w1. Because
H is an explanation, that would imply that w1 is super uous in the context of higher-rated
hypotheses, and that the loop in Algorithm 2 would have removed w1 from the working
hypothesis, implying that w1 62 W , a contradiction. It must be the case then, that w1 2 H ,
otherwise H would not match up with W .
Suppose that the m least plausible elements of H are exactly the same as those of W .
Call this set Wm. Further suppose that H and W di er on their m + 1st least plausible
elements. Let hm+1 and wm+1 be these elements, respectively. Consider the hypotheses
W 0  Hall that are more plausible than wm+1. Now by the time that wm+1 is considered
for removal in the loop, the working hypothesis must be Wm [fwm+1g[W 0. Since wm+1 was
not found to be super uous, it must be the case that Wm[W 0 is not complete. Thus, the
m + 1st least plausible element of H cannot be an element of W 0. Because hm+1 6= wm+1,
hm+1 must be less plausible than wm+1, which contradicts the supposition that H is a better
explanation than W .
Hence, by mathematical induction, no H can be a better explanation than W according to
the best-small plausibility criterion. Therefore, for ordered monotonic abduction problems,
Algorithm 2 tractably nds a best explanation.
Theorem 5.5 For the class of ordered independent abduction problems using the best-small
plausibility criterion, given a best explanation, it is NP-complete to determine whether an
additional best explanation exists.
This reduction is similar to that of Theorem 5.1. Let P = hDall; Hall; e; pl; Ii be a 3SAT
0 ; H 0 ; e0; pl0 i be an ordered independent abduction
abduction problem, and let P 0 = hDall
all
problem constructed from P as follows:
Let f1 be a function from I to Hall, such that f1 chooses one hypothesis from each pair
in I . Let H1 be the set of hypotheses that f1 chooses. Let f2 be a function from I to Hall
that chooses the other hypothesis from each pair in I . Now de ne P 0 as:
0 = Dall [ fdI j I 2 Ig [ fd0 ; d00g
Dall
0 = Hall [ fh0; h00; h g
Hall
8
e(h) [ fdI j h 2 I g if h 2 Hall
>
>
<
0
h0
e0(h) = > ffdd00gg [ Dall n e(H1) ifif hh =
= h00
>
: fd0 ; d00 g
if h = h
0
0
8I 2 I (pl (f1(I )) > pl (f2(I )))
8h 2 Hall (pl0(h) < pl0(h) < pl0(h00) < pl0(h0))
The remaining orderings for pl0 do not matter. Now H = H1[fh0; h00g is a best explanation of size n + 2, where n = jIj. Because one hypothesis out of each pair in I (a total of
n hypotheses) is needed to explain fdI j I 2 Ig, and because H includes the more plausible
hypothesis of each pair and the two most plausible hypotheses overall, no other explanation
of size n + 2 or greater can be as good as H . Hence, to construct another best explanation,
h0 and h00 must be excluded, h must be included, and only one hypothesis out of each pair
in I can be accepted, i.e., a solution to the 3SAT abduction problem P . Thus, another best
explanation for P 0 exists only if P has an explanation.
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